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TRADITIONAL CHINA: A COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN!
FAMILY IS IN HONG KONG - BUT FATHER IS IN HONOLULU
Changing families...

Changing wedding rituals
GROOM & BRIDE: CA. 1890
“SEDAN CHAIR” FOR BRIDAL DELIVERY
VEILED BRIDE IN SEDAN CHAIR
BOUND FEET - IDEALIZED... &...REAL
1919 MAY FOURTH MOVEMENT FOR SCIENCE & DEMOCRACY
Village in North China
FORBIDDEN CITY
PALACES FACING SOUTHWARD
CHINESE TEMPLE: BUDDHA ALSO FACES SOUTHWARD
VILLAGE COUPLE IN COURTYARD
HOUSEHOLD ALTAR
VILLAGE HOUSE, FATHER & SON
RURAL KITCHEN
Village couple with Kang
HIPSTER BAR IN BEIJING: "THE KANG"
STUDENT, SOLDIER, WORKER, PEASANT
PIONEERS OF "FREE LOVE" IN 1951 - NOW RETIRED
THE HAPPY COUPLE IN YOUNGER DAYS
RECOMMENDED FILM: "TO LIVE"
Semi-Arranged Marriage 1994
LEADING THE BRIDE TO HER NEW HOME
BRIDE WITH HER NEW FAMILY
HONG KONG UNDER BRITISH RULE (UNTIL 1997)
“FREE LOVE” MARRIAGE
HONG KONG 1974
HOUSEHOLD ALTAR
DECORATED CAR (INSTEAD OF THE “SEDAN CHAIR”)
Picking up the Bride
BRIDE’S PARENTS
THE BRIDE STEPS OUT
RETURNING TO THE GROOM'S HOME
GROOM & BRIDE
TEA FOR THE NEW PARENTS-IN-LAW
Paying respects to the realm of the spirits
WEDDING FEAST
FAMILY PORTRAIT
DENG XIAOPING - REFORM!
CONSERVATIVE RESENTMENT: VANDALISM
ELITE URBAN COUPLE
INTERESTING ILLUSTRATION (OR SHAMELESS PLUG)
CHINESE MINORITIES AT CENTRAL NATIONALITIES UNIVERSITY
TIBETANS: POLYANDRY
MOSUO HOUSE INTERIOR
MOSUO: MATRILINEAL - BUT NOT MATRIMONIAL
MOSUO COUPLE
(JUST FRIENDS)
CHRISTIANITY: NEW CONVERTS
CHRISTIAN WEDDING
Bridesmaids
FINALLY: TOSSING THE BOUQUET
ISLAM IN CHINA: MOSQUE
THE COUPLE IS CALLED ON TO SING
TRADITIONAL WEDDING TABLES